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SEE OUR PORTFOLIO
BALI
INVESTMENT
CLUB

WHO WE ARE

BIC is an angel network that invests in and
venture-builds impact-driven Indonesian businesses. Our vision is to develop the entrepreneurial landscape across Indonesia and to give
rise to a new generation of change-makers.

WHAT WE DO

We are building an ecosystem of companies
that work together to tackle some of Indonesia’s’ biggest challenges and provide all necessary support to ensure our founders reach their
fullest potential. We regularly host events to
promote the entrepreneurial community, and
act as a bridge between angel investors and
hungry entrepreneurs.

ourMANDATE

CONTACT US
info@baliinvestment.club

ADDED VALUE

We handle all sourcing, due diligence, deal brokering and reporting to make it easy for you to
invest in high-impact, high potential-profit companies. Our Investment Committee only selects
cases we are able to support, and our partners
personally back each round, putting skin in the
game. We seek to ramp up valuations at least
3-5x within a year and define optimal exit cases
for our investors.

HOW

we

WORK

From the moment the term sheet is signed, the
BIC team becomes active within the portfolio
companies. Our target is to get their business
and teams ready for upcoming VC rounds. We
keep you constantly updated on the progress
of each company and invite you to also become
a mentor if you want to get involved.

Indonesian-based companies with existing market traction and revenues that focus on bottom-of-pyramid wealth creation and the circular
economy. We start at Seed and lead our companies to Series A funding. Our tickets usually
range between USD 200k - 500k.

INVEST
IN POSITIVE
CHANGE
JOINING FEE
5% on USD 20 to 49k
4% on USD 50 to 99k
3% on $100k + added
to principal.

YEARLY MGMT FEE
2.5% of principal
deducted from future
returns until exit.
(waived if you mentor)
PERFORMANCE FEE
20% interest above net
ARR of 10% (fees & tax
paid). We charge carry
only on the surplus.
PT BIC BALI INVESTMENT is a fully-licenced investment vehicle.

